KANDAHAR: 110 Schools

The Kandahar Education Directorate's 400 girls shows a slight increase compared with figures by the provincial directorate. A spokesperson for the Ministry of Interior Naesar Rahimi has been identified as Sadam who is the military commissioner chief of Taliban in Herat. Rahimi further added that Sadam was arrested after sustaining injuries in an ambush of the security forces. According to Rahimi, Sadam is also responsible for various assassinations in Herat city besides standing more than 30 security personnel.

The anti-government armed militants including Taliban have not commented regarding the arrest of the group's commander as far Herat is among the relatively calm provinces.

**Taliban Commander Responsible for the Murder of 30 Security Forces Arrested in Herat**

**REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL**

Procurment Entity

Ministry of Communications & Information Technology (MCIT), Islamic Republic of Afghanistan.

Funded By

Afghanistan Gov.

Item Description / Ref. Number

Hardware Equipment for Software of innovation and Technology Packes MCIT/98/ICB/C-02

Deadline for Bid Submission

[June 18, 2019] at [10:00 Kabul Local Time]. 28/3/1398

Bid security

1,400 four hundred thousand USD

Address for Submission of SEA document

Procurement Directorate 14th Floor MCIT Building Muhammad Jan Khan Watt Kabul Afghanistan

MCIT Building Muhammad Jan Khan Afghan security forces requested precision air support.

The US forces confirmed killing policemen in Helmand airstrike.

KABUL - Afghanistan-based American forces have acknowledged the killing of Afghan police personnel in an airstrike in southern Helmand province. The US air target policemen in an airstrike in Lashkar Gah, the provincial capital on Thursday night.

The Afghan Interior Ministry said that eight policemen were killed and 12 others wounded while provincial council and local officials said that 17 policemen had been killed, including a commander during the airstrike.

US Forces’ spokesman in Afghanistan Col. Dave Butler told Pajhwok Afghan News that during heavy fighting with the Taliban in Lashkar Gah, the Afghan security forces requested precision air support.

He said they supported the Afghan security partners who made sure all security personnel had left the area.

Butler said: “Unfortunately, they were present and a tragic accident resulted. Afghan security forces as well as Taliban militants were killed in the airstrike.”

...More on P & 30...

**Outlook Horoscope**

**Taurus** (May 21-June 20)

This may not be one of your favorites. Taurus. You may be all too aware of the constraints of your chief occupation. You feel sheltered by your partner or a parental figure - seems too materialistic. It's urgent that you negotiate gently or forcefully? The second seems more likely. Have you held onto past victories or memories of your own. Have you held onto any issues from that period that still bother you today? This would be a good time to ask yourself that question. The answer could boost your self-esteem dramatically. You could be a situation in which you have doubts. Don't listen to the prevailing spending mood all too easily! On any day you should feel this is the case, at least limit yourself a bit. You could be happy!

**Leo** (July 23-Aug. 21)

You aren't the biggest advocate for working under conditions, Leo. No matter how good it going to be for you. You will accept and give up about the meaning of such a day? It would be wonderful if you learned how to hold onto the paradoxis of love is that it arrives on a daily basis, its most profound form when you need it most. So take whatever steps you must in order to fulfill yourself: If you don't, you will be eternally dependent, which doesn't suit you very well.

**Scorpio** (Oct.23-Nov.22)

If you have children, their difficulties may remind you of your own, Scorpio. Or their education brings back memories of your own. Scorpio. If you're waiting for someone to come to you, you may feel this is the case, at least limit yourself a bit. You could be happy!

**Sagittarius** (Nov.23-Dec.22)

Don't spend beyond your means today. Sagittarius. If you happen to be in a crowd of enthusiastic shoppers, it could be disastrous for your portfolio. You could yield to the prevailing spending mood all too easily! On the other hand, perhaps you owe yourself a treat. If you feel this is the case, at least limit yourself a bit. You could be happy!

**Capricorn** (Dec.22-Jan.19)

Money matters are expected to occupy, Capricorn. Someone close to you, perhaps your partner or a parental figure - seems to be trying to convince you to accept certain sacrifices in order to help someone else. Will you negotiate gently or forcefully? The second seems more likely. Have you known to control it?

**Aquarius** (Jan.20-Feb.18)

The mood will be a bit oppressive today, Aquarius. After meeting the challenges you've been facing, happiness may be the one who shouts the loudest and loudest on the table. The air aggression will have an effect on you. You could be a situation in which you have doubts. Can you be happy!

**Pisces** (Feb.19-Mar.20)

This isn't a day for subtle, sensitive peo- ple like you, Pisces. In fact, the winner might probably be the one who shouts the loudest and loudest on the table. The air aggression will have an effect on you. You could be a situation in which you have doubts. Can you be happy!